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Issues overlooked in EROI calculations
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1. Intermittency needs to be controlled, to be comparable to
fossil fuel EROI
2. Interest payments are a true “energy-cost”
3. Prospective nature of calculation leads to favorable biases

EROI is similar to preliminary studies regarding new
medicine or new diet
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1. Doesn’t recognize how will be used in practice
2. Doesn’t recognize possible side effects
Both can lead to proposed solutions that don’t work in
practice

EROI Issue #1
Intermittency Needs to be Controlled
For EROI to Be Comparable to Fossil Fuels
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Can’t scale up intermittent renewables,
without problems
EROI analysis assumes single EROI for Wind and Solar
(W&S)

}
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Implies that costs are the same for:
}
}
}

Adding first 5% of W&S
Going from 45% to 50% W&S
Going from 95% to 100% W&S

In fact, W&S are damaging to the electrical system

}
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Can often work around this problem at low %s
}

}
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Catch: This requires subsidies from other providers

Problem becomes more and more obvious as W&S %s rise

What makes W&S damaging?
Current electrical system is designed to work with
controlled energy supply
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}
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Hydroelectric is variable, but used in a controlled way
W&S are variable, but uncontrolled

UK electricity from wind supply: https://notalotofpeopleknowthat.wordpress.com/2015/05/01/how-intermittent-is-wind-power/
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What goes wrong in installed system:
EROI misleading as to benefit of W&S
Today’s EROI
Calculations
End Here

New
Transmission
Makes Buying
From Neighbors
Optimal

Solar Panels,
With Smart
Inverters to
Cut Off Peaks

Add More
Transmission
To Smooth
Out Peaks
And Valleys
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Price System
Doesn’t Work
for Any Fuel;
Every Electricity
Producer Needs
Subsidy!

Need Rapid
Ramping Capacity;
Add Batteries,
Hydro Pumped
Storage, Pay NG
Producers

Need Winter
Capacity; Pay
Other Producers
To Sit Idle
Most of Year

Pricing system doesn’t work properly
Tends to produce too low rates for all providers

}

}

Pushes all providers toward bankruptcy

Pricing system is very much like appetite for food

}
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Works when greater hunger (higher price) is satisfied by more supply

}

Intermittent renewables are added when produced, not when
price indicates they are needed

}

Like force feeding the system, then starving it
}

“Electrical system” is supposed to fix the problem
}
}

}
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System can handle a bit of intermittency, but not a lot
Our appetites would not work long with force feeding!

Humans (and grid) cannot hibernate in winter

Another problem: Long distance transmission
distorts incentives
}

Reduces incentive to add one’s own electrical supply

}

Temptation is to depend on neighbors
}
}
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Especially if neighbor has cheap electricity
Avoid big front-end costs, debt obligations, pollution

Example: South Australia Electrical Crisis –
2016 - 2017
SA lost last two coal-fired power plants

}
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Profits too low, thanks to W&S

}

In 2016, became dependent on W&S plus natural gas

}

Problems
}
}

Way too many outages
Very high electricity prices
}

}

Not enough ability to import electricity from elsewhere
}
}
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Natural gas supplies not abundant in SA
Planning more long distance transmission
This has problems as well

Solution: Calculate EROI only when
variability controlled
}

Each wind or solar installation needs to be paired with all
devices needed to produce completely controlled power

}

Needs to operate 24/7/365
}
}
}

Includes batteries, overbuilt to last through winter
Includes rapid ramping capability
Includes equipment to upgrade electricity to grid quality
}

}

}

Short circuit capacity, rotational inertia, and reserves of reactive
power

Remove reliance on long distance transmission

This approach removes hidden subsidy
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EROI Issue # 2
Interest payments are a true “energy-cost”
that need to be reflected in calculation
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EROI calculation usually does not consider
interest expense
}

Approach historically made sense for fossil fuels
}
}

}

Intermittent renewables are based on advanced funding
}
}
}

}

Mostly very quick return
Also, produced so much profit, debt not needed

Interest payments are key to making system work
Really are promise of future energy from the system
These payments transfer funds that could otherwise go into
wages and more production

Only fair to include interest payments as an energy
expense – probably for both FF and intermittents
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EROI Issue #3
Prospective EROI Calculation
Leads to Optimistic Bias
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Tendency is to make optimistic forecasts
about future
}

Overestimate how long system will be useful
}
}

Cannot be useful longer than grid is useful
Grid is dependent on oil

}

Electric utilities will not allow W&S to be used as
manufactured, because too damaging to grid

}

Leave out unusual unforeseen future damage to system
}
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Pedro Prieto probably has many examples of this

A Healthcare Analogy
Explaining Why EROI Can
Give False Favorable Indications
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Similarity: Economies and humans are both
self-organized energy-dependent systems
}

Economy
}
}
}

Depends on energy
products
Pricing system reflects
“appetite”
Many different systems:
}
}
}
}
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International trade
Finance, banking
Communication
Garbage removal

}

Human

}

Depends on food as an
energy product
Appetite built into system

}

Many different systems

}

}
}
}
}

Heart, circulation
Brain, appetite
Nerve system; voice
Bowel and bladder

Example of effect of medicine or diet change
on humans

Human

New medicine or diet for humans
+ Really used as prescribed?
+ Interaction with other medicines?
+ Interaction with patient conditions
+ Extra doctors’ visits for monitoring
+ Extra tests for monitoring
Intended change from medicine or diet
+ Allergic reactions
+ Effects from over/under use
+ Long term cancer
+ Unintended effects on hearing, memory
+ Addiction and other problems
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Effect of addition of wind or solar to
electrical system

Electrical
System
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Add Wind and Solar to System
+ Smart inverter to cut off peaks
+ Installed “wrong” to benefit grid
+ Long distance transmission needed
+ Extra payments to retain backup supply
+ Extra complexity to prevent outages
Fossil fuel use is, in fact, reduced
+ Nuclear leaves even with payments
+ Backup fossil fuel also tends to leave
+ No longer concerned about own supply
+ Grid less stable
+ Complexity leads to wage disparity

Medicine has long history of
pronouncements followed by retractions
}

All of these are based on single variable analysis, without
looking at the overall system

}

Examples:
}
}
}
}
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Women should take estrogen at menopause—causes cancer
Vioxx is great pain reliever—but leads to heart problems
Opioids are great pain relievers—but lead to addiction
Eat carbohydrates; not fats—population gains weight; more
diabetes

EROI analysis is similar
}

Single variable analysis, on a multiple variable system

}

Methodology is susceptible to indicating that an approach
is a solution, when it really is not

}

Parallel with high carbohydrate/low fat diet is especially
concerning
}

If EROI is the solution for picking human foods, we would eat
mostly carbs
}

}

Human body doesn’t believe “a calorie is a calorie”
}
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Cheapest to produce in industrial world
Electrical system doesn’t consider all energy inputs equivalent either

In a sense, want to compare costs in top box
with benefits in bottom box

Electrical
System
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Add Wind and Solar to System
- Smart inverter to cut off peaks
- Installed “wrong” to benefit grid
- Long distance transmission needed
- Extra payments to retain backup supply
- Extra complexity to prevent outages
Change reduces use of fossil fuels
+ Nuclear closes because too little $$$
+ Backup fossil fuel tends to leave
+ Total energy generation drops very low
+ Grid less stable
+ Complexity leads to wage disparity

Almost forced to analyze in-place systems
}

Can’t tell how costs and benefits will balance out, without
looking at real systems

}

Example - El Hierro supposed to be 100% renewable
}
}
}
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Wind + hydro
Small island in Canary Islands; population 10,162
Achieved only 38.1% renewable—still mostly diesel—high cost

Conclusions
}

1. Several adjustments need to be made to make wind and
solar EROIs comparable to fossil fuel EROIs. The biggest
of these is adjusting to remove intermittency.

}

2. Back of the envelope estimates would suggest that if
these adjustments are made, EROIs for W&S are likely
less than 1.0, and thus not feasible solutions.

}

3. EROI can be a good starting point for analysis, just as
preliminary medical models are. At some point, however,
it is necessary to look at real world outcomes. Actual
results can be very different than expected.
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